
Hi, I’m Matthew Addis.  I’m the CTO and one of the founders of Arkivum.  

If you don’t know Arkivum, we provide a managed software solution for Digital Preservation and 
online access to digital content.

This talk isn’t about Arkivum and our products and services, this talk is about Digital Preservation.
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Today is of course world digital preservation day!

I’d recommend that you head over to the Digital Preservation Coalition web site and read the all the 
blog posts that will be published today.  

The DPC have lined up an amazing group of people to share their insight and expertise today – and it’s 
always well worth a read.

https://www.dpconline.org/events/world-digital-preservation-day
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It’s common in digital preservation talks to start with a definition of digital preservation and then talk 
about one or more aspects, such as tools and technology, policies and procedures, or funding and 
sustainability.

But I want to start with the end-result of digital preservation.

Digital preservation helps ensure that digital content is accessible and usable for people in the future.

And that means digital preservation is opportunity to do good things and to make those people in the 
future very happy!

http://www.dpworkshop.org/dpm-eng/eng_index.html
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It could be research data and other scholarly outputs.   Digital preservation can help ensure research 
data remains findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable – otherwise known as FAIR – not just 
today and tomorrow but next year, next decade and potentially forever.

It could be special collections and archives of historical, cultural and societal value and making sure 
that digital content in Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums – otherwise known as GLAM – is 
available for future generations to enjoy.

Digital Preservation has a major role to play.

Not just to ensure that the content is accessible in years to come, but to ensure it maintains its 
authenticity, integrity and provenance.   For example, digital preservation is an essential part of 
Trusted Digital Repositories.
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Digital Preservation isn’t an easy job though.

Thankfully, there’s a huge amount of experience and good practice from the community to draw upon.

But it’s an ever-evolving field due to new types of content, new techniques and new ways of using that 
content.

This can make getting started in digital preservation quite hard.
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So, I wanted to offer three suggestions for a successful digital preservation journey.

The first thing is to keep things simple – and don’t think just because someone else, e.g. a national 
library or archive appears to be doing a lot more, that you are somehow not doing a good job or not 
looking after your content properly.

The second thing is to use automation where possible – this helps cope with ever increasing volumes 
of data, to keep costs down, and to reduce errors.  

And the third thing is to have an eye on environmental sustainability –this will become an essential 
part of digital preservation, so thinking about this now will prepare for the future.  
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Starting with keep it simple, consider using a maturity model, such as the NDSA levels or preservation 
of DPC Rapid Assessment Model.  

These are simple and practical guidelines to digital preservation.

The important thing is that they have a progression of levels.

It is perfectly legitimate to start at level 1 and work upwards as and when you need to.

This helps get the basics of digital preservation in place first without worrying about everything that 
you might possibly need or want to do in the future.

https://ndsa.org/publications/levels-of-digital-preservation/

https://www.dpconline.org/our-work/dpc-ram
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And when you start looking at the details of digital preservation, e.g. what to do with different file 
formats that you might have, then again try to keep it simple.

People worry about things like technical obsolescence of file formats, but the reality is not always as 
bad as some people think or have predicted.

This is an example of NARA’s risk assessment of just some of the Microsoft file formats.  Even old Word 
formats aren’t that much of a risk from a preservation perspective.

NARA has done assessments of a huge range of formats covering images, audio, video, documents, 
email and more – which makes it  a great starting point for your own risk assessment.

The point is that resources like this can help you avoid investing a lot of time, effort and money into 
file format conversions that could be unnecessary.

https://github.com/usnationalarchives/digital-preservation
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When you have decided what digital preservation actions you need to take, then my next suggestion is 
to automate the preservation process as much as you can.

This helps you preserve content more quickly - and most importantly make your content available 
sooner for people to use.

Automation helps lower costs.

Automation means software and machines can do the boring repetitive work.   This means people 
have more time to do interesting things like curation, publication, supporting users or doing new 
research.

And automation means DP is more repeatable and less error prone, which again helps get more done.
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For example, if you are going to do file format conversions, for example to create access copies to 
support online reuse of content, then automate the process.

This means automating file format identification, characterization, normalization and validation as 
much as you can.

This is what digital preservation system do for you – and Arkivum’s solution is just one example.

Automation can bring issues of quality control and validation – which sometimes needs manual 
processes, for example people checking the results of file format conversions.

But there is a big risk in digital preservation of striving for perfection one-file-at-a time and just not 
getting enough done – which means content gets left behind and never gets preserved at all.

So put all your content into a simple and automated digital preservation system right at the start – and 
then do detailed QC afterwards.
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And finally, my third point is around environmental sustainability.

LTDP means use of IT resources: every time digital content is stored, processed, moved, downloaded, 
viewed, migrated or fixity checked.

Use of IT resources means manufacturing and disposal of computing equipment, e.g. servers.  

IT resources means constructing buildings to house and protect that equipment.

That all has an environmental impact, which is called the ‘embodied carbon footprint’

Then comes use of those IT resources.  Which means power and cooling – and an additional 
environmental impact depending on where the energy comes from, for example fossil fuels or 
renewables.

There has been quite a lot of discussion recently in the DP community on ways to make LTDP more 
environmentally sustainable with some of the possibilities shown here.

https://www.dpconline.org/blog/is-digital-preservation-bad-for-the-environment
https://dash.harvard.edu/handle/1/40741399
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But there is hope too.  For example, digital preservation in the cloud has a lot of potential.

It is possible to choose datacentres that use almost entirely carbon free energy.   

For example, Arkivum has been involved in a large-scale digital preservation project recently called 
ARCHIVER and we’ve deployed our solution into Google Cloud.

This means we can do digital preservation with minimal environmental impact.

But it’s not just a case of ‘lift and shift’ to a green datacentre or cloud provider.

It’s a combination of things:

(i) Minimize the need for resources, which goes back to my point of keeping it simple.
(ii) Use automation so resources are used efficiently and only when necessary 
(iii) Host your system somewhere that has a low carbon footprint, for example using carbon free 

energy.
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Hopefully, I’ve provided some useful suggestions and pointers on digital preservation.  

I’m sure that these will be revisited in various ways during the rest of this event.  I can see that there 
are some really interesting talks coming up on topics such as automation, file format migrations, 
quality assurance and trusted digital repositories.  I’m very much looking forward to those.

Thank you.
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